
 

 

Despite historical and social differences, Giovanni Pico Della Mirandola’s ‘Oration On The 
Dignity Of Man’ published in 1485 shaped the values expressed in William Shakespeare’s 
tragedy ‘King Lear’ 1605. Both texts discuss that individual actions should emulate their 
place in the divine order and how individuals struggle between selfish desires and their 
relationship to God.  
 
The concept of social hierarchy and status of man is debated throughout both texts. Pico’s 
Oration acts to cement the nature of God conveying that despite free will of individuals, 
every man must abide by dictates of God. His view is influenced by Thomas Aquinas’s 
cosmology and illustrated in Leonardo da Vinci’s ‘The Vitruvian Man’. The divine order, 
portrays God as the top through metaphor of ‘ladder’ “a ladder rises …and at its summit sits 
the Lord”; the ethereal image emphasizes there is a heavenly court for humans, however 
they must submit to their creator to reach it. Shifting contexts, but still influenced by Pico 
and the monarchy Shakespeare’s expresses how self-interest can distort status. 
Shakespeare’s characterization of King Lear demonstrates how he abandons rational 
capacity and plummets in the divine order, evinced in ‘As mad as the vexed sea’ the simile 
combined with natural imagery symbolizes Lear’s downfall as he is being dehumanized 
between the expectations Pico has and the reality that Shakespeare depicts in the play. . 
Furthering this, Pico’s adherence to religious dictates was a characteristic of the early 
Renaissance. The emphasis on the greatness of man throughout his oration, is a warning for 
intellect within an individual, “who, I ask, would dare set muddied feet…to the ladder of the 
Lord?”. The rhetorical questioning explicates sentiments of absurdity if one were to defy 
what is expected of them. Shakespeare’s view during the late renaissance was influenced by 
similar sentiments, as showcased by Regan and Goneril’s ambitious greed. This is evidenced 
in King Lear devotion test- wherein they place extravagant claims, hyperbolised in “A love 
that makes breath poor, and speech unable”. The romantic metaphor exaggerates the 
intentions Goneril/Regan. Hence, whilst Pico explains the ideal of man, Shakespeare reveals 
the fatal flaws of individuals due to defiance of religious beliefs. Thus, readers acknowledge 
confines may be broken no matter an individual’s status.  
 
The composers express that choices determine an individual’s status in the divine order, 
enhancing responder understanding on the paradox free will. The resurrection of greatness 
of man was influenced by Greek philosophers such as Plato who placed mankind in the 
centre of the cosmic hierarchy. Similarly, Pico’s perspective, man has a place in heavenly 
court and choices they make dictate whether they will reach it.  This is elucidated through 
‘pervert the free option which He has given us from a saving to a damning gift,’ the 
juxtaposition of ‘damming’ to ‘gift’ highlights the notion that free will is both a burden and a 
gift. Contrastingly, Shakespeare’s perception of free will is influenced by the Virgin Queen’s 
reign, into a worldlier version of Christianity that questions man’s ability to be truly free. He 
adds to Pico’s perception but showcasing the extent of greatness of man within ‘What 
guests were in her eyes, … as pearls from diamonds dropped.’ The allusion of pearls to tears 
demonstrates that Cordelia maintains reason despite being overcome with emotion hence 
ulitizing her free will that represents her status in the divine order. Echoed in the Oration 
whereby Pico believes free will is a product of status. Seen in the extended metaphor of the 
centre, ‘“have placed you at the very center of the world” conveying the prime importance 
of human kind and their countless opportunities. Shakespeare subverts Pico’s idea of the 
greatness of man, by illustrating despite an individual’s status they can misuse their free 



 

 

will, depicted by Goneril. Man could rebel against the wishes of God is illustrated in ‘‘She’s 
desperate, govern her,’ Shakespeare utilizes humorous irony to demonstrate although she is 
a queen who controls entire nations, she cannot govern her emotions. Through expressing 
consequences of free will the audience gathers the implications in the Divide Order.  
 
Through comparison of the divine order and free will in Giovanni Pico Della Mirandola’s 
‘Oration On the Dignity Of Man’ and William Shakespeare’s play ‘King Lear’ they both 
recognize these concepts as a universal values.  
 
 


